Integrated Review for MyLab Math & MyLab Stats

How prepared are the students entering your math or statistics course? With Integrated Review in MyLab Math and MyLab Statistics, it's easier than ever to address student skill gaps.

Students come into math and statistics courses with varying levels of prerequisite knowledge and anxieties, and helping each learner fill skill gaps can be a challenge for any instructor. MyLab Math and MyLab Statistics courses with Integrated Review can help! These are complete courses with built-in review content set up to help you personalize learning.

Relevant review material is integrated throughout each course to align with the main chapter content and bring each student up to speed by filling in knowledge gaps.

Pre-built quizzes assess prerequisite skills for each chapter, identify skill gaps to practice in a personalized homework assignment, and suggest review resources available at the point of use. Each student gets the help they need. No more, no less.

And with the flexibility of MyLab, these courses can be modified to fit any curriculum, including corequisite courses requiring one to two hours of remediation.

These complete MyLab courses are available for all levels of math and stats. See if MyLab with Integrated Review is right for your course.

To learn more, visit Pearson.com or contact your Pearson representative.